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I. INTRODUCTION

Marriage has been universally accepted since the dawn of time, and it cannot be taken lightly. This marriage bond is practiced in every family, country, state and country according to the old customs as per his custom. The number of marriages mentioned are - 1. Brahma marriage, 2. Divine marriage, 3. Arsha marriage, 4. Prajapati marriage, 5. Kandavarva marriage, 6. Swayamvara marriage, 7. Asura marriage, 8. Devil marriage, these eight types of marriages. Has come from our society since ancient times. Of the aforementioned number of marriages, the most common among us today is the "Brahma marriage".

i. Brahma Marriage Basd on Manu Justice Sattirappati 11 to 40 years age, a proposal for the 9- years to 14th years of age virgin's father, brother, or guardian themselves to get a guy called his eligibility study, nature, on the basis of marriage, assigns such a marriage Brahma Marriage Name that. It is a divinely accepted, social system. It is also said that marriage is a marriage of convenience, eclipse, virginity, marriage, and bridal party. All of these refer to the same concept.

ii. The moon and Venus are in a special position in the family domain position, but even if they have a good planetary vision, it will obviously give the status of a two – star marriage and both will be treated equally. The example Karunanidhi, the actor’s jeminikanecan, Kamal Hassan, Sarath Kumar Vijay Kumar organization such as horoscopes. So remarriage is both the loss of a wife and the remarriage, and another marriage while the wife is present

Thiruvalluvar says marriage Morality

“He is a man of divine worth,
Who lives in ideal home on earth.”

He who lives in this world in the manner of a housewife will be respected as one of the living deities in heaven.

Thiruvalluvar says the following about the pride of his life partner wife.

“Women who win their husbands’ heart
Shall flourish where the gods resort.”

If Pendir worships her own husband, she will have greatness in the world where the gods live.
Marriage is not just a gender-matching event. Sacred marriage to take place before the future offspring of the two Kanniyyatanam in a timely manner to give the twenty-century purification ceremony, it is the expression of several books. The sacraments are witness of fire, vegetarian ritual, adults, relatives, family members. before treating with a great festival.

It is customary to perform this sacred wedding ceremony on the basis of male and female advantages. Other matches usually take place after the male-female mental union. So mental fit is superior to all fit.

There is no compulsion to perform the marriage just by looking at the pros and cons of the marriage. You can make adjustments by looking at the pros, cons, or omen. The best of all is mindfulness. It is best to unite the male and female matching who are going to be involved in this marriage. Such unhappy marriages become compulsive. These compulsive minds cause failure in family life.

Many marriages in today's world are marriages that are marred by parental compulsion and the poor guidance astrologer that they know everything, despise and ridicule Karpura as a fanatic, and fit in with their rhetoric. Thus the later life of the deceived couple is ruined. Those who are well versed in astrology and have the ability to predict what will happen should consider the pros and cons of conspirators and see the relevance.

**Male female horoscope matching:** method considering the advantages of male -female couples for marital suitability, it is important to examine the special yogas in their advantages separately. Of these, Naishthika Brahmacharya Yoga, Sannyasa Yoga and Napumsaka Yoga should be considered and benefited. Do not rush into these decisions and systematically predict the pros and cons of the panchayarcas and satbalas. There are pros and cons to some. Some of the men may even be thoughtless mistresses. Planetary similarity should be determined by examining the pros and cons of both.

iii. **Golden rule of planetary matching in horoscope:** male and female, both the advantages study two lakna or lunar lakna together or one lakna or lunar lakna 7 in the other's Birth lakna or lunar lakna one 6, 10, the signs, the other lakna within second house triangle position, despite one's second house Whichever zodiac sign Zodiac is in, the other sign is Venus or the Moon in its 7th sign, although the Sun is in the same position in both zodiac signs, whichever zodiac sign is in the same zodiac sign, the other zodiac sign or the Sun in the other zodiac sign, Venus is in both pros and cons. One zodiac sign is the Sun or the Moon, while the other is the Sun or the Moon. However, in the same theory that the planets sit in one centenary even if the planets are equally favorable to the other in the zodiac in which one is located, the other is in the zodiac where the Sun is in one's favor, the other is in the zodiac where Venus is, the other is in the zodiac where the moon is, and the other is in the zodiac. However, if Venus has a zodiac sign for one, Iraq for another, Sun for one, Ketu for another, Moon for one, Jupiter for another, 4th or 10th zodiac sign for another, and the 7th lord in the zodiac. 3 - 11 - 5 - 9 – 1, Although the other is the target lord of the zodiac, the enemy lord is the other lord from the gift located to one. It should be assumed that even if 10th lord is in the zodiac, Jupiter is in the zodiac with the Moon at the kendra’s of Mars is in the zodiac with Venus in the zodiac, the pros and cons will be one and the same.

Such fit people will live as the most cohesive. That can be said solidly. Along with these, the philosophies of fire, earth (earth), air, and water must be explored in which the planets are formed. In this research it should be assumed that the planetary theories of both pros are the most valid if they are either monolithic zodiac or allied zodiac. We must also examine the planetary similarities in the distinctions of string - thread - benevolence. Loves the planets in the constellation, the planets in the constellation, the planets in the constellation, the planets in the constellation, the planets in the constellation, the planets in the constellation. The planetary similarities thus stated should be thoroughly researched and if there are excessive similarities they should be accepted accordingly.

**Astrological rule of multiple marriage yoga or dasa**

1. If Saturn peaks and gains strength, even if there is a planet that peaks in the seventh house and the one who has seven peaks joins with the peaking planet, he has binary yoga. Seventh ruler nine being. Or seeing nine.

2. Sat +Mars, Saturn + Moon, Mars + Ketu, Moon + Mars - Ketu, these are 2.7 to contact lead to second married,
3. Venus, Saturn Admission in the seventh house or any contact will definitely give duality. Eleventh place where the two planets seventh house, the seventh ruler with the more than one planet of communication, while the seventh ruler vark kotamam but He have iv multiple marriage yoga. Seventh ruler of the eleventh ruler star essence, was a committed bigamy yoga. If bad home seventh spoiled prince iv multiple marriage occurs Yoga seven hidden by one-third to the owner iv multiple marriage yoga. If the one who has seven is in the sixth house along with Rahu, then it is iv c yoga for that horoscope.

4. Either second or seventh house is to affect. In either one of the affected. The Cancer and leo be a lakna and Saturn present in the second house that can be lead a second marriage constitute yoga.

5. Taurus, Aquarius, be a Navamsha laknas the event lead to multiple marriage yoga. If the navamsa laknas comes at twelve it will lead to second marriage with delay yoga with delay. Navamca laknam vark kotam also lead to second marriage yoga.

6. The Venus present in the 11th house of Kalacakkara or 11th and 7th of any lakna to be lead second marriage yoga.

7. If there is a Mars present in the twelfth house then be a chance to multiple marriage yoga.

8. The Contact or presents the first house lord and Eleventh combination to be lead second marriage yoga.

9. If one has three planets perverted in the horoscope it will give duality.

10. If more than one female planet in the male horoscope is in contact with the Jupiter then if more than one male planet in the female horoscope is in contact with Venus 1 - 5 - 9 - 2 - 12 - 7 - 3 -11 will give second marriage yoga.

Example horoscope:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Birthday</th>
<th>28/06/1983</th>
<th>birth time</th>
<th>07:16 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hometown</td>
<td>Neyveli</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zodiac</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>Star</td>
<td>Thiruvonam -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasa bhuti</td>
<td>Moon dasa 08 years 04 M 23 D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Zodiac sign</th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Foot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laknam</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Punarvasu</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The moon</td>
<td>Capricorn</td>
<td>Sharavan</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sun</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>Ardra</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>Mirighasira</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Ashlesha</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>Mirighasira</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>Scorpio</td>
<td>Anusham</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>Chitra</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahu</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>Mirighasira</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketu</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>Moola</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanation: This study shows that the following rules apply to the system that can lead to remarriage in this horoscope.

- According to the first rule, Saturn peaks and Mars, the astrological sign of the zodiac, attains the zodiac sign of Mars and the zodiac sign is 6 * 12.
- According to the second rule, Saturn sees Ketu as the third view and Saturn is in contact with the Sun Rahu in the triangle.
- The third law relates to Saturn - Venus Seeing Saturn as the 10th view gives binary yoga.
- According to the fourth law, Guru Vakram, the family of Saturn's supreme perversion, loses its strength due to the fact that Guru Mercury's vision is seventh in the Moon and Mercury in the triangle to the Moon.
- Taurus, Aquarius, be a Navamsha laknas the event lead to multiple marriage yoga. If the navamsa laknas comes at twelve it will lead to second marriage with delay yoga with delay. Navamca laknam varkotamam also lead to second marriage yoga.
- The Venus present in the 11th house of Kalaccakkara or 11th and 7th of any lakna to be lead second marriage yoga.
- If there is a Mars present in the twelfth house then be a chance to multiple marriage yoga.
- The Contact or presents the first house lord and Eleventh combination to be lead second marriage yoga.
- If one has three planets perverted in the horoscope it will give duality.
- If more than one female planet in the male horoscope is in contact with the Jupiter then if more than one male planet in the female horoscope is in contact with Venus 1 - 5 - 9 - 2 - 12 - 7 - 3 - 11 will give second marriage yoga.
- In the above male horoscope, the two female planets for the Jupiter, the Moon is the third for the Jupiter and the 7th for the Jupiter, and the two female planets are associated with Mercury.

2. CONCLUSION

Usually in the horoscope, the positions of second house, seventh house, leaventh house and third house are very important. The nature of the planets in these planets and the planetary nature of these positions in many ways spoil the family and marital life. Therefore the properties and functions of the planets that form the family domains are very important. Hence the birth of a second marriage yoga delay getting married beyond a beneficial yoga the same way, some people will be better positioned to involve will give rise to the second wife. In male birth of the planet 7th house lord place in 3 house, couplings being located family donation debilitating and train his wife's sister be a second marriage status.
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